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Problem Sums Practice 

 

1. A box contained some blue, green and red ribbons. There were 70 blue ribbons and 

80 green ribbons. If  
 

  
  of the ribbons were red, how many ribbons were there in the 

box? 

2. Natasha has 7 times as many stamps as Paul. Jasper has 5 times as many stamps as 

Paul. If Jasper has 140 stamps fewer than Natasha, how many stamps do the 3 

children have altogether? 

3. Molly has  
 

 
 l of apple juice. Janet has  

 

 
 l more apple juice than Molly. Sonia has  

 

 
 l 

less apple juice than Janet. How much apple juice do the 3 girls have in all? 

4. Roger had  
 

 
  as much money as Anthony. Anthony had  

 

 
  as much money as Lydia. If 

Roger had $60 less than Lydia, find the total sum of money shared among the 3 

children. 

5. Charmaine, Kennedy and Thomas had a total of 104 stamps. Charmaine had twice as 

many stamps as Kennedy and Thomas had 24 stamps more than Charmaine. How 

many stamps did Thomas have? 

6. The total mass of 5 cartons and 7 crates is 130 kg. Each crate weighs thrice as heavy 

as a carton. How much does each carton weigh? 

7. Jeffrey had 5 times as much money as Charlie. After their mother gave each of them 

$1002, Jeffrey had twice as much money as Charlie. 

(a) How much money did Charlie have at first? 

(b) How much money did Jeffrey have in the end? 
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8. Serene needs   
 

  
 m of cloth to sew a pillow case. She needs a total of 5 m of cloth 

to sew 2 such pillow cases and a bolster case. What is the total length of cloth 

needed for her to sew 2 pillow cases and 3 bolster cases? 

9. Elaine had 8 times as many stickers as Rachel. Christine had twice as many stickers as 

Elaine. If Rachel had 136 stickers, how many stickers did the 3 girls have altogether? 

10. 3 identical rings and 2 identical bracelets cost $620. If 1 ring and 2 such bracelets 

cost $420, find the cost of each ring? 

11. There are 300 girls in a school  
 

 
  of the number of boys in the school is equal to  

 

 
  of 

the number of girls in the school. How many children are there in the school? 

12. Richard had 146 more stamps than Kenneth. Benjamin had 87 more stamps than 

Richard. The 3 boys had 1150 stamps in all. How many stamps did Richard have? 

13. Linda and Collin had the same number of pens. Linda then gave 138 of her pens to 

Collin and she had  
 

 
  as many pens as Collin had. How many pens did Linda have 

left? 

14. 1 kg of durians cost $9 and 1 kg of grapes cost $4. Marcus bought some durians and 

grapes for $79. The difference in the mass between the 2 fruits was 3 kg. 

(a) How many kilograms of grapes did he buy? 

(b) What is the difference in the amount he paid for the two fruits? 


